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Abstract—The internet and related technologies have made multidomain collaborations a reality. Collaboration enables domains to
effectively share resources; however, it introduces several security and privacy challenges. Managing security in the absence of a
central mediator is even more challenging. In this paper, we propose a distributed secure interoperability framework for mediator-free
collaboration environments. We introduce the idea of secure access paths, which enables domains to make localized access control
decisions without having global view of the collaboration. We also present a path authentication technique for proving path authenticity.
Furthermore, we present an on-demand path discovery algorithms that enable domains to securely discover paths in the collaboration
environment. We implemented a simulation of our proposed framework and ran experiments to investigate the effect of several design
parameters on our proposed access path discovery algorithm.

Index Terms—Distributed access control, access paths, role mapping, role discovery, role-based access control.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE phenomenal growth of the Internet has enabled a
globalization that has removed barriers between mar-

kets, organizations and societies. The Internet has become
integrated into practices of individuals, business, and
governments. In such a connected world, there are immense
possibilities of collaboration in distributed environments.
For example, interoperability has enabled companies to
outsource their operations overseas to reduce production
and employment costs. Furthermore, interoperability adds
to the efficiency of companies by leveraging the use of
existing resources other than reinventing the wheel. Even
more interestingly, by migrating processes across organiza-
tional boundaries, companies are able to combine their
efforts and become virtual enterprises [3], [33]. Last but not
the least, interoperability is essential to support adaptation
and evolution in complex enterprises [17]. Such enterprises
[41] are organized according to units with varying degrees
of coupling and autonomous coordination linking these
units. As such, an enterprise evolves to meet new demands,
new interoperation links across units may need to be
established and existing links removed.

Though interoperability has several advantages and is
crucial in the context of new dynamic collaborative
applications and adaptive enterprises, it introduces several
security and privacy concerns. These concerns have to be

addressed to make such interoperability techniques a viable
tool in multidomain contexts. In particular, a domain
represents a core element in a collaborating environment.
A domain is a separate autonomous entity that manages a
group of resources and has its own administration and
access control policies. Collaboration could be viewed as an
interoperation between the access control policies of the
involved domains. Domains typically achieve interopera-
tion among their access control policies by introducing cross
mappings between these policies. An important require-
ment is that such interoperation of policies be secure; Gong
and Qian [25], among others, have shown that if inter-
operation between access control policies is not carefully
established, security breaches may arise.

Secure interoperability in a multidomain environment is a
challenging task even in the presence of a trusted mediator
managing security of such collaboration [25], [9], [16]. It is
more challenging to handle security in a fully distributed and
dynamic interoperation environment where domains join
and leave in an ad hoc manner and in the absence of a trusted
mediator. The Hurricane Katerina incident is a clear example
of the need for the ad hoc and distributed collaboration
among the different government agencies. The law enforce-
ment agencies, Coast Guard, military, healthcare, healthcare
supply chain (pharma and blood products), transport (EMS
and MICUs), rescue teams, and many other agencies had to
collaborate with one another to ensure efficient rescue and
relief operations. Each of the collaborating agencies has its
own access control policies, and to ensure secure collabora-
tion among the agencies, none of these policies should be
violated. The collaboration management protocols and
algorithms should be able to efficiently and dynamically
adapt to changes in the collaboration environment. Such
collaboration cannot be managed in a centralized manner
because of the complexity involved in ensuring a centralized
secure collaboration [25]. We believe that the development of
a decentralized secure collaboration solution tailored to
dynamic ad hoc environments is crucial to meet the security
requirements of this form of collaboration.
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In this paper, we develop such a solution. We propose a
distributed framework addressing both the security and
autonomy requirements of domains in a mediator-free
interoperation environment. In our framework, the user’s
access history migrates with the user’s access requests to
enable domains to make localized access control decisions
without needing to have a global view of the collaboration
environment. We define a set of basic and extended path
linking rules that enable domains to make access control
decisions. We also provide a path authentication technique
that ensures the authenticity of the user’s access path as it
propagates between domains. Our framework provides an
on-demand path discovery algorithm that enable users to
discover available secure access paths in the interoperation
environment. We also provide experimental results of the
access path discovery algorithm based on a simulation
implementation of our proposed secure collaboration
framework.

1.1 Contributions and Paper Organization

The contributions in this paper can be summarized as
follows:

. We present a mediator-free collaboration environ-
ment and discuss the security collaboration chal-
lenges in such an environment. We define access
paths and present access path security requirements
in a secure collaboration.

. We provide a framework for enabling secure colla-
boration in a mediator-free environment, in which
access control decisions are dependent on the user’s
access history in the collaboration environment.

. We discuss several security attacks that can be
performed in a mediator-free environment and
provide mitigation techniques to such attacks.

. We implement a simulation of our framework and
show by experimental results the effects of several
design parameters on our proposed access path
discovery algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we review the requirements of secure interoperability, the
maximal secure interoperability (MSI), and the drawbacks
of the MSI solution proposed by Gong and Qian [25].
Furthermore, In Section 2, we introduce the mediator-free
collaboration environment. In Section 3, we present our
framework for secure collaboration in a mediator-free
environment and define the notion of secure access path.
The request execution strategy and path authentication
module are discussed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The
proactive and on-demand path discovery algorithms are
presented in Section 6. Possible security attacks and
mitigation techniques are discussed in Section 7. The
experimental results are presented in Section 8. The related
work is presented in Section 9. Concluding remarks are
added in Section 10.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In our framework, we assume that all the domains adopt a
role-based access control (RBAC) model [20], [14] to model
their access control policies. The protocols and algorithms

presented in this paper can still be applied when other
access control models are adopted. We have chosen RBAC
because it is suitable for specifying the security require-
ments of a wide range of commercial, medical, government
applications [43], [6], and moreover, it is being standardized
by the National Institute of Standards [20]. A domain that
does not use RBAC as its access control model can easily
generate an export RBAC policy to join the collaboration.

In RBAC, permissions are associated with roles, and
users are granted membership in appropriate roles, thereby
acquiring the roles’ permissions. The access control policy
POi for domain i is modeled as a directed graph
Gi ¼ hVi; Aii, where the vertex set Vi represents roles, and
the arcs set Ai represents the dominance relationship
between roles. For example, if role r1 dominates r2,
ðr2 � r1Þ, then ðr1; r2Þ 2 Ai. Thus, a user acquiring role r1

can acquire permissions assigned to role r2 by using the
RBAC permission inheritance properties [13]. For example,
a Manager role dominates the Secretary role, giving a
manager the ability to acquire access rights given to a
secretary. For rx; ry 2 Vi, an access ðrx; ryÞ is legal if and only
if ðrx; ryÞ 2 Gþi , where Gþi is the transitive closure of
Gi ¼ hVi; Aii. We denote a legal access by ðrx; ryÞ / Ai.

2.1 Secure Interoperability

Collaboration among domains involves the interoperation
of their access control policies. Domains typically achieve
interoperation among their access control policies by
introducing cross mappings between these policies. In a
collaboration involving n domains, in which the access
control policy of each domain i is modeled as a directed
graph Gi ¼ hVi; Aii, i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, interoperability is achieved
by introducing cross-domain pairwise mappings between
the n domains. These mappings relate roles in different
domains and are represented by a set of cross-domain arcs,
referred to as the set F . We will refer to such mappings as
cross-links. A cross-link ðrx; ryÞ indicates that a user
acquiring the role rx in domain DðrxÞ is able to acquire
role ry in domain DðryÞ. Fig. 1 shows the cross-links as the
dotted edges connecting roles in neighboring domains.
Solutions developed for schema matching in the area of
heterogeneous database systems and more recently ap-
proaches based on ontologies [36], [35] can be used for
generating such links. In the present work, we assume that
the cross-domain mappings are selected by the adminis-
trators of the domains according to the interoperability
requirements of each system. These links could be selected
when the service level agreements (SLA) are negotiated
[47], [15]. Furthermore, the domain administrators agree on
a set of restricted cross-links that are prohibited during the
collaboration. These restricted access links are similar to
negative authorizations adopted in several access control
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models [12], [20], [13], [14]. Separation of Duty constraints
can be specified using a combination of the negative cross-
links [31]. The restricted access is a binary relation R onSn
i¼1 Vi such that 8ðu; vÞ 2 R, u 2 Vi, v 2 Vj, and i 6¼ j, where

these edges in R are prohibited during interoperation.
Given n domains Gi ¼ hVi; Aii, i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, a set of

cross-links F and a restricted access relation R, an

interoperation Q ¼ h[ni¼1Vi; AQi, where AQ is the result-

ing arc set AQ � f[ni¼1Ai [ Fg, is secure according to

Gong and Qian [25] if it satisfies all the following

conditions:

1. AQ \R ¼ ;.
2. 8u; v 2 Vi, ðu; vÞ is legal in Ai if and only if ðu; vÞ is

legal in AQ.

The first requirement ensures that the restricted access
relation is honored. The second requirement ensures the
following two properties hold:

. Autonomy. It requires that any access permitted
within an individual domain must also be permitted
under secure interoperation.

. Security. It requires that any access denied within an
individual domain must also be denied under secure
interoperation.

To generate the resulting arc set AQ Gong and Qian [25]
defined the MSI problem as follows:

Definition 1. MSI. GivenndomainsGi ¼ hVi; Aii, i ¼ 1; . . . ; n,
a set of cross-links F and a restricted access relation R, for any
positive integer K � jF j, determine whether a secure solution
Q ¼ h[ni¼1Vi; AQi exists such that AQ ¼ f[ni¼1Ai [ Sg, where
S � F and jSj � K.

Simply, the MSI solution finds a maximal subset of the
cross-links set F such that secure interoperability is
ensured. The MSI solution inherently satisfies the autonomy
requirement as the arc set generated AQ ¼ f[ni¼1Ai [ Sg
includes all the arcs Ai for each domain Di, which ensures
that any access permitted within an individual domain is
also permitted under secure interoperation. Taking a closer
look at the MSI solution, we conclude it has the following
drawbacks:

. NP-completeness. Gong and Qian [25] showed a
polynomial reduction of the Feedback Arc Set
problem, which is a known NP-complete problem,
to the MSI problem, thus proving that MSI is an NP-
complete problem. Thus, it is not practical to solve the
MSI problem for a large number of collaborating
domains. Moreover, any practical solution to this
problem would be based on heuristics, and in such
cases, the generated solutions are approximate and
are not guaranteed to be optimal.

. Centralized algorithm. The MSI problem assumes
full knowledge about all domains’ access control
policies Gi ¼ hVi; Aii, i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, and the sets F and
R. To solve the MSI problem, a global view of the
system is required. A trusted mediator having the
global view computes the subset of F that satisfies
the constraints of MSI. The mediator represents a
bottleneck and, therefore, such solution is not

scalable in distributed environments with a large
number of interacting parties.

. Static solution. The MSI solution computed with n
collaborating domains is optimal and secure for
these n domains; however, if a domain leaves or
joins the collaboration, the MSI solution has to be
recomputed to ensure both optimality and security.
Furthermore, the MSI solution should be recom-
puted whenever a domain edits or updates its
security policy. This is not practical in dynamic
environments in which domains are required to
join and leave the interoperation environment
transparently without the need for delays and
revocations of current coalitions.

. Fairness issue. The MSI solution resolves viola-
tions by removing cross-links from F . However,
in a violation, several domains are involved, and
the removal of cross-links will affect a subset of
these domains. The following example elaborates
on the fairness issue. Consider Fig. 2, where
domains A, B, and C are collaborating. Each
domain has an access control hierarchy repre-
sented as a graph. The cross-links are represented
by the dotted lines. A user in domain A
acquiring role rA1

could access role rA3
by

accessing roles frA1
; rB3

; rB1
; rC2

; rC1
; rA3
g, which is

clearly a security violation as rA1
� rA3

. Further-
more, using a similar argument a user at rB1

, and
rC1

could access roles rB3
and rC2

, respectively.
The MSI solution would remove one or more
cross-links to break such cycle. Assume that the
MSI solution removes edge ðrC1

; rA3
Þ; this solution

eliminates the security violation, but users in
domain C are unable to access roles in domain A.
This solution is not fair as it restricts access by
users of domain C, whereas the rights of users in
other domains are not affected.

From the above discussion, we conclude that the MSI
solution is NP-Complete, requires a trusted mediator, is
static, and moreover, it is not fair to all the participating
domains. In addition, note that the MSI solution maintains
consistency with the autonomy requirement by limiting arc
removal to the set of cross-links, refer to the definition of the
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arc set AQ. McDaniel and Prakash [37] pointed out that this
assumption is restrictive, as it limits the search to the set of
cross-links without investigating arcs inside domain hier-
archies. In the next sections, we propose a secure technique
that represents a computationally simple, distributed,
dynamic solution, and ensures fairness to the participating
domains.

2.2 Mediator-Free Secure Collaboration

In this section, we present the notion of mediator-free
secure collaboration environment. In a mediator-free
environment, there is no global entity ensuring secure
interoperability among the collaborating domains. Fig. 3
shows both the mediated and the mediator-free types of
collaboration environments. In a mediator-free environ-
ment, we have the following main assumptions:

. Domains have limited information about the colla-
boration environment. Each domain only has infor-
mation about its own security policy, the cross-links
and restricted links in which it is involved.

. Each domain is responsible for making its own
access control decisions. The first priority of each
domain is to ensure that its security policy is not
violated.

. Domains are willing to collaborate in propagating
access control messages and requests across domain
boundaries.

To design a mediator-free secure collaboration frame-
work, we need to analyze the functions performed by the
mediator, which include the following:

. Conflict resolution. From the global view, the
mediator computes the a secure solution, which
generates the set of collaboration cross-links between
the domains that satisfy the secure collaboration
requirements.

. Role querying and routing. By using the global view
of the collaboration environment, the mediator is
able to answer queries of the form “is r2 reachable
from r1?”, where r1 and r2 are in different domains.
Furthermore, the mediator can easily determine
paths between reachable roles in different domains.

Enforcing secure interoperability in mediator-free is a
challenging task, as it requires domains to collaborate in
both sharing of resources and making access control
decisions. In a mediator-free secure collaboration, the
mediator functions should be executed across the colla-
borating domains according to a distributed strategy. In

this paper, we present a framework that enables secure
collaboration in mediator-free environments and ensures
that the security policies of domains are not violated.

3 FRAMEWORK FOR SECURE MEDIATOR-FREE

COLLABORATION

In this section, we present our framework for enabling
secure collaboration in a mediator-free environment. Our
framework provides a secure interoperability solution that
prevents security violations as access requests are being
made. Our solution requires no complicated preprocessing
and allows the complete set of cross-links to exist.
Furthermore, it enables domains to make localized access
control decisions without the need for the global view of the
collaboration environment. These characteristics make our
solution very suitable for the enforcement of access control
in a mediator-free environment.

Our framework utilizes the user’s current access history
during the collaboration session to dynamically grant or
deny future access requests. We refer to the user’s access
history as the user’s access path, which is the sequence of
roles acquired by the user during the current session. Our
proposed solution shares the concept of the history-based
access control [18], [2] and the Chinese Wall security policy
[11], as the user’s access history controls his future accesses.
The basis of the Chinese Wall policy is that users are only
allowed access to information that does not conflict with
any other information that they have already accessed. In
this context, the user’s access path represents the user’s
session history, and the user’s view of possible future paths
is dependent on his current access path.

3.1 Framework Overview

Our framework enables domains to make localized access
control decisions based on the user’s access history in the
collaboration environment. It is composed by the following
major modules (see Fig. 4):

. Request processing module. Enables domains to gen-
erate and evaluate user access requests across
domains. Request processing enables domains to
accumulate secure access paths and use these access
paths to evaluate cross-domain access requests.

. Path authentication module. The user path migrates
with the user requests, path authentication ensures
is required to check the authenticity of the received
paths. In addition, path authentication generates
path signatures for generated requests.

. Path discovery module. Enables users residing in their
home domain to discover secure access paths to
roles accessible in target domains. Path discovery
could be on-demand or proactive depending on the
collaboration environment.

The above three modules are included in each domain.
The modules interact with each other to ensure the security
of their corresponding domains. The details of each module
are discussed in detail in further sections. As access paths
constitute an important dimension in our framework, we
define in what follows access paths and secure access path
requirements.
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3.2 Access Paths in an Interoperation Environment

In a user session, we identify three main types of domains,

namely, home, current, and target domains. The home

domain is the domain at which the user session starts.

The current domain is the domain from which the user

generates access requests. The target domain is the domain

to which the user is requesting access to. When a user enters

a domain the user is assigned an entry role. Similarly, when

the user leaves a domain to access another domain, the user

is assigned an exit role. Note that the entry and exit roles

may coincide. Fig. 5 shows the home, current, and target

domains. The entry and exit roles are referred to as rE and

rX, respectively, where the user’s access path in Fig. 5 is

P ¼ frEH; rXH; . . . ; rECg.
Definition 2. The user’s access path is defined as the sequence of

entry and exit roles acquired by a user during a given session
from the home domain to the current domain.

The secure interoperability requirements that were
discussed in Section 2.1 ensure that the global collaboration
environment is secure, where the cross-links set F , the
restricted access set R, and the domain hierarchies are
honored. Our framework is based on access paths, we map
the secure collaboration requirements to secure access path
requirements. A secure access path is defined as follows:

Definition 3. Let P ¼ fr1; r2; . . . ; rng be an access path, where
i < j implies that role ri was acquired before rj. Moreover, let
DðriÞ denotes the domain of role ri. P is secure if it satisfies
the following conditions:

C1. For all i < j and ri; rj 2 P , if DðriÞ ¼ DðrjÞ, then
rj � ri.
C2. For all ri; riþ12P , if DomainðriÞ 6¼Domainðriþ1Þ, then
ðri; riþ1Þ 2 F .
C3. For all i < j and ri; rj 2 P , ðri; rjÞ 62 R.

Condition C1 ensures that roles acquired from the same
domain obey the dominance relationships between roles

according to the domain’s role hierarchy. This avoids the
escalation of roles within the same domain and ensures
that the access control policies of the domains included in
the path are not violated. Conditions C2 and C3 ensure
that sets F and R are honored, respectively. The user’s
access path is attached to user requests to enable domains
to make localized access control decisions. This is
analogous to source routing techniques for limited
bandwidth wireless sensor networks [28], [27] in which
the route from source to destination is attached to the
packet to enable routing of the packet. Thus, including
access path information with access requests is an
acceptable scalable assumption; in the following sections,
we present techniques to limit the size of the access path.

4 REQUEST PROCESSING MODULE

In a mediator-free collaboration environment, each domain
has a limited view of the collaboration environment. Each
domain has knowledge of its own access control policy, and
the cross-links and the restricted access links in which it is
involved. Let FT � F and RT � R be the cross-links and
restricted access links that the target domain T is involved in,
respectively. An access request from another domain
includes the requested role, and the user’s current access
path. Given this limited information, the target domain can
decide whether to reject or accept the access request. In such
an environment, each domain is mainly concerned with
ensuring that its access control policy is not violated. By
verifying the following basic path linking rules, a target
domain is able to securely grant or revoke a request.

Definition 4. The basic path linking rules. Let P be a secure
path, rXC be the exit role in the current domain, and rET be the
requested role in the target domain. The target domain must
verify the following conditions in order to grant access to the
requested role:

L1. ðrXC ; rET Þ 2 FT .
L2. For all r 2 P , ðr; rET Þ 62 RT .
L3. For all r 2 P , if DomainðrÞ ¼ T then rET � r.

The path linking rules are applied by the target domain
when a request is made from a current domain to acquire a
role in the target domain. The next theorem proves that the
basic path linking rules assure the security of the computed
path if all the conditions L1� 3 are verified before a link is
added to the path. Note that � is the concatenation operator.

Theorem 1. Let Pi be a secure path, and Piþ1 ¼ Pi � rET be an
updated path that satisfies the basic path linking rules. Then,
Piþ1 is also a secure path.
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Proof. The initial path Pi ¼ ðr1; r2; . . . ; rnÞ is secure, where

r1 ¼ rEH , r2 ¼ rXH , and rn ¼ rXC . We proceed using a proof

by contradiction. Assume to the contrary that the new

path Piþ1 is not secure after satisfying all the basic path

linking rules. If this is the case, then a violation exists in

path Piþ1 ¼ Pi � rET . This violation can be due to Pi or

ðrXC ; rET Þ or ðrk; rET Þ, where rk 2 Pi, 1 � k � n. Since Pi is

the initial path and it is assumed to be secure, then it

cannot contain a violation. Rule L1 checks that

ðrXC ; rET Þ 2 FT , and rule L2 ensures that ðrXC ; rET Þ 62 RT ,

thus this link cannot be the cause of the violation. We are

now left with only links ðrk; rET Þ; however, rule L2

ensures that such links are not in the RT , and rule L3

checks the integrity of adding such links and insures that

the ordering among the roles in the domain’s internal

roles hierarchy is not violated; thus, these links cannot

result in security violations. In this case, as all the

possible links that could lead to a violation have been

proven to be secure after verifying the basic path linking

rules that contradicts our assumption, thus path Piþ1 can

only be a secure path. tu
Note that the basic linking rules applied by the target

domain are based on the target domain access policy, the
reduced cross-link and restricted sets FT and RT , and the
user’s access path. Thus, the target domain is able to make
secure access control decisions without a global view of the
collaboration environment. All the computations performed
to execute rules L1-L3 are computationally simple operations
and can be computed in polynomial time with respect to the
path size or the number of domains. In addition, note that the
path linking rules ensure secure collaboration, assuming a
single path is generated per user session, which is consistent
with the assumption of RBAC sessions [20], [14]. The basic
linking rules are consistent with the autonomy requirement
while, at the same time, satisfying the security requirement.
Condition L3 of the basic path linking rules ensures that a role
is added to the path only if it is allowable in the target domain,
which is consistent with the autonomy requirement. Further-
more, the access path is built by encapsulating roles and by
verifying the basic linking rules, this does not involve the
removal of any cross-links, thus this makes it fair to all the
domains involved the collaboration. For example, in Fig. 2, by
using the access paths and the basic path linking rules, a user
in domainA can securely acquire roles in domainsB andC, a
user in domainB can securely acquire roles in domainsA and
C, and a user in domain C can securely acquire roles in
domains A and B.

4.1 Extended Path Linking Rules

In addition to the basic path linking rules, the extended
rules provide more constraints on the user’s access path.
Such constraints are useful for securing many applications
with special path requirements. The restricted access
relation R is only capable of representing simple binary
mutual exclusion constraints of the form ðr1; r2Þ, stating that
roles r1 and r2 must not be accessed by the same user in the
same session. Other path restrictions are desirable for
certain applications. Cardinality and SoD constraints are
crucial for securing many applications in a commercial
environment. Many researchers have highlighted the
importance and use of cardinality and SoD constraints in

RBAC models [20], [14], [31]. In this section, we address
these constraints in the context of a mediator free secure
collaborative environment.

A more general type of such constraints requires that no
user be a member of t or more roles in a set of m roles
fr1; r2; . . . ; rmg in a given session [31]. Assuming the user’s
access path is P , then this general type of constraint can
easily be checked by verifying that jP \ fr1; r2; . . . ; rmgj � t,
where jxj denotes the cardinality of the set x.

Cardinality constraints are constraints on the size of the
access path. A cardinality constraint of the form jP j �
Pmax bounds the number of roles acquired in a session to a
number Pmax of roles.

Ordering constraints enforce conditions on the order
according to which the roles have to be acquired. Such
constraints are relevant in the context of workflow systems
[6], in which certain roles should be acquired before others
roles can be activated.

5 PATH AUTHENTICATION

The access path is attached to the user’s request, as it

migrates across domains. A technique is required to ensure

that this path is authentic and has not been tampered with.

The authentication scheme proposed is based on a

signature that is generated by all the domains included

in the access path. The authentication scheme should

preserve both the path contents and the path ordering.

Each domain Di has a private key ei and a public key di.

The path signature is computed as the user request is sent

from the current domain to the target domain. For a user

currently in domain i and requesting access to a target

domain Diþ1, the current path is Pi ¼ frE1 ; rX1 ; . . . ; rEi ; r
X
i g,

where rEk and rXk , k ¼ 1; . . . ; i, are the entry and exit roles in

domain Dk, respectively. The signature S:Pi of path Pi is

computed as follows:

S:Pi ¼ SIGNei S:Pi�1 � h rEi � rXi �Diþ1

� �� �
if i � 1;

nonce if i ¼ 0;

�

where � is the concatenation operator,
L

is the XOR operator,

hðÞ is a secure one-way hash function, SIGNKðMÞ is a

signature function that uses key K to sign message M, and

the nonce is a random number generated by the home

domain and or can be equal to the session identifier, which is

included in the path information. DomainDi already has the

signature S:Pi�1 of path Pi�1, thus domain i can easily

computeS:Pi as rEi , rXi , iþ 1, and ei are known by domainDi.

The path signature S:Pi is signed using the private key ei,

thus this signature cannot be forged. The signature function

has the following property [44]:

SIGNdi SIGNeiðMÞð Þ ¼M:

Presented with Pi, S:Pi and the nonce the target domain iþ 1
can easily verify the path signature by performing the
following operation:

SIGNdiðS:PiÞ � h rEi � rXi �Diþ1

� �
¼ S:Pi�1; for i � 1:

The target domain can easily check the authenticity of
a path Pi by recursively computing the above equation
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and comparing S:P0 with the nonce. Note that the
signature verification is performed using the public key
information of the involved domains; thus, the verification
does not require contacting the involved domains. The
path signature is carried with the path as it propagates
between domains. Our signature scheme results in a
single signature with a fixed bit-length that is indepen-
dent of the path length. Fig. 6 depicts the signature
generation and verification.

6 PATH DISCOVERY

Cross-links are the main enablers of collaboration. Domains
are able to collaborate with neighboring domains through
the established collaboration cross-links. Neighboring do-
mains are single hop collaborations as they only involve
two domains. Single hop collaborations are easy to achieve
and initiate as domains already have full knowledge of their
established cross-links. On the other hand, to collaborate
through multihop collaborations domains need to build one
or more candidate access paths to target domains. To enable
domains to discover available multihop collaborations a
distributed path discovery algorithm is required. The
discovery algorithm enables domains in an interoperation
environment to discover paths to roles in other domains,
whether reachable through one or more intermediate
domains. Furthermore, the discovered paths should follow
the path linking rules to ensure the security of the
discovered path(s). In this section, we present the on-demand
path discovery algorithm.

6.1 On-Demand Path Discovery

The on-demand path discovery algorithm computes paths
from the roles in the current domain to roles in a target
domain only when such paths are needed. Neighboring
domains do not exchange periodic path message updates;
instead, messages are exchanged between neighboring
domains only when cross-links are updated. Note that
cross-link related to domain Di can be divided into
outgoing and incoming cross-links, referred to by FO

i and
FI
i , respectively, where FO

i [ FI
i ¼ Fi. When a home

domain needs to establish a path to a certain role in a
target domain, a path request message is generated by the
home domain and is sent on its outgoing cross-links. Upon

receiving the path request message, the receiving domain
performs a path evaluation based on the basic path linking
rules. If the path is accepted, the domain updates the path
and resends the request through its cross-link, excluding
the cross-links that involve domains already included in the
path. This ensures that the path is loop free and reduces the
number of resent requests. To ensure that paths do not
grow uncontrollably, path lengths are limited to a max-
imum, which we refer to as Pmax, only paths with lengths
lower than Pmax are propagated. Fig. 7 shows an example of
an on-demand path discovery initiated by domain A to
determine roles reachable at domain D from role rA3

. The
solid arrows show the path discovery messages; note that
domains B does not forward the request on the cross-link
ðrB2

; rA1
Þ as domain A is in the computed path. In addition,

note that domain D does not forward the request on the
cross-link ðrD3

; rB2
Þ as domain B is in the computed path.

After sending the path request, the home domain waits for
a time-out period. If no reply arrives from the target domain,
then this means there are no secure paths from the home
domain to the target domain. The value of a time-out period
is dependent on variables in the collaboration environment
such as the number of collaborating domains and Pmax. The
time-out value is also dependent on the type of application,
for example, certain applications are time sensitive and
would require low time-out value. The path authenticity is
ensured by using the path signature scheme discussed in
Section 5, where the authentication signature is computed as
the request message propagates between the domains.

The major advantage of on-demand path discovery is that
it maintains paths to roles in target domains of interest to the
current domain instead of maintaining a complete map of
the whole collaboration environment. On-demand path
discovery also obviates the need for disseminating path
discovery information periodically, or flooding such infor-
mation whenever a cross-link changes or when a domain
leaves or joins the collaboration environment. The primary
problem with on-demand path discovery is the delay
incurred at the beginning of the collaboration caused by
propagation of the path request message. Another problem
is the large number of messages generated by a path request
to arrive to the requested role. In the following sections, we
present the link selection (LS) and request inhibition (RI) to
reduce the number of propagated messages.

6.2 Link Selection

A single path discovery request message could generate

several new forwarded path request messages. This could

lead to a large number of messages generated by the path

discovery algorithm. For example, in Fig. 8, assume a path
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discovery request arrives to role r1 of domain D1, executing

the path discovery algorithm domain D1 forwards this

request on all outgoing cross-links reachable from role r1.

Domain D1 forwards requests on cross-links ðrD1

1 ; rD2

1 Þ and

ðrD1

3 ; rD2

2 Þ. When D2 receives the forwarded requests, it

forwards each request on cross-links ðrD2
2 ; rD3

1 Þ and

ðrD2
3 ; rD3

2 Þ, which implies that domain D2 sends four

requests to domain D3. In turn, D3 forwards each of the

received requests on cross-links ðrD3

2 ; rD4
1 Þ and ðrD3

3 ; rD4
2 Þ,

thus domain D3 sends eight requests to domain D4. Note

the large number of messages generated. Each request is

forwarded to all reachable outgoing cross-links without

checking dominance relationships between the entry roles

of target domains to which the requests are being

forwarded. For example, in Fig. 8, domain D1 forwards

path requests on cross-links ðrD1
1 ; rD2

1 Þ and ðrD1
3 ; rD2

2 Þ;
however, the entry role rD2

1 dominates role rD2
2 , which

implies that all role reachable from rD2

2 are also reachable

from rD2

1 . LS limits the number of messages forwarded by

selecting cross-links that have dominating entry roles in

target domains. The LS algorithm is described in Fig. 9. The

LS algorithm starts by the set of all cross-links that are

reachable from the entry role, where the path request

message originated. This set is refined by the LS algorithm

to include only the cross-links that have dominating entry

target roles. Note that the current domain only requires

local information such as the domain policy and the set of

outgoing cross-links to execute the LS algorithm. In the

example in Fig. 8, if domains apply the LS algorithm, each

domain ends up forwarding only a single message to its

neighboring domain.

6.3 Request Inhibition

In this section, we present another approach to reduce the

number of forwarded messages. The RI limits the number

of times a path request is forwarded on the same cross-link.

Each path request is assigned a unique identifier that is

generated by the home domain. The request path identifier

is replicated with each forwarded path request to enable

domains to identify path requests. A simple identifier of a

path request is the start role and the requested role. As path

request is forwarded, the domain keeps a log of the request

identifier and the cross-link on which the request was

forwarded. Using the logged information, domains are able

to ensure that path requests are only forwarded at most

once on each cross-link. Note that the log can be flushed

periodically or when it reaches a certain size. RI is an

opportunistic technique as it gives preference to requests

that arrive first at a given cross-link. This technique also

promotes the propagation of requests that follow shorter

paths, as these requests are more likely to arrive at a cross-

link first. For example, in Fig. 10, assume that domain D1

sends a path request from role r2, requesting an access path

to role r2 in domain D5. Domain D1 generates requests R1
a,

R1
b , and R1

c forwarded to domains D2, D3, and D4,

respectively. Note that all the requests R1
a, R

1
b , and R1

c have

the same request identifier. Upon receiving request R1
a,

domain D2 forwards request R2
a to domain D3. Similarly,

domain D3 forwards R2
b to domain D4 and domain D4

forwards R2
c to domain D5. Note that cross-links ðrD3

2 ; rD4
1 Þ

and ðrD4

2 ; rD5

1 Þ have logged the request identifiers of R2
b and

R2
b , respectively. The request R2

a is not further propagated

from D3 to domain D4 on cross-link ðrD3

2 ; rD4
1 Þ as log

indicates that a request having a similar identifier has

already been propagated on this cross-link, similar is the

case with request R2
b . Note that this limits the propagation

of the path requests, and the only successful propagated

path request is R2
c , which leads to the shortest path from

role rD1

1 to role rD5

2 . This technique will not always lead to

the generation of the shortest path; however, it tends to

favor the propagation of requests with shorter paths.

6.4 Path Selection

Both path discovery algorithms could return multiple
secure paths between the home and target domains. The
home domain selects one path according to a selection
criteria. The selection criteria is based on the path proper-
ties, which include

. Path length. The path having the shortest length in
terms of the number of visited domains is selected.
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. Visited domains. Select the path that contains a
certain set of domains or visits domains according to
a certain sequence.

. Composite domain reputation. Domains could be
given reputation metrics, and the path reputation is
computed using the domains included in the path,
and the path having the highest reputation be
selected.

7 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we discuss some security attacks that could
be performed in a mediator-free collaboration environment.
Moreover, we show that our secure collaboration frame-
work is resilient to these attacks. We assume all access
control messages exchanged between domains are sent over
secure reliable channels.

. Path corruption. The access path is one of the main
elements required when making access control
decisions. A malicious domain may attempt to alter
the access path by removing or adding entries to the
current access path. The path corruption could be
divided into two types of attacks, namely, path
insertion and deletion.

The path insertion attack is performed by an attacker

in an attempt to insert a domain in the path. Given

Pi ¼ frE1 ; rX1 ; . . . ; rEi ; r
X
i g, the attacker attempts to

change it by inserting roles rEy ; r
X
y in the path string,ePi ¼ frE1 ; rX1 ; . . . ; rEk ; r

X
k ; r

E
y ; r

X
y ; r

E
kþ1; r

X
kþ1; . . . ; rEi ; r

X
i g.

The attacker is unable to generate the signature of the

new path gS:Pi as this requires the generation of new

signatures gS:Pj, k � j � i, and this requires the

knowledge of the secret keys ej, for k � j � i. This

shows that this path cannot be authenticated by the

attacker.

The path deletion attack is performed by an attacker

in an attempt to delete a domain in the path. Given

Pi ¼ frE1 ; rX1 ; . . . ; rEi ; r
X
i g, the attacker attempts to

change it by deleting roles rEk ; r
X
k in the path string,ePi ¼ frE1 ; rX1 ; . . . ; rEk�1; r

X
k�1; r

E
kþ1; r

X
kþ1; . . . ; rEi ; r

X
i g. The

attacker is unable to generate the signature of the

new path gS:Pi as this requires the generation of new

signatures gS:Pj, j 2 fk� 1; kþ 1; . . . ; ig, which re-

quires the knowledge of the corresponding secret

keys. This shows that this path cannot be authenti-

cated by the attacker.
Note that other types of attacks such as path

reordering are not possible because the attacker
cannot prove the authenticity of such path. Another
type of attack in which domains in the collaboration
collude to forge an access path, in this case, two or
more domains agree to provide cross-links that did
not exist. If the cross-links involve domains other than
the colluding domains, then this is easily detected
when the path signature is verified. However, if these
cross-links only involve the colluding domains, then
this implies that these domains have agreed to

established such a cross-link. In this case, this cross-
link is similar to any other cross-link included in the
path, and the path signature is also valid. The decision
to accept or reject this path is dependent on the target
domain’s access control policy.

. Path replay attacks. An attacker could capture a
request submitted during a valid session and try to
replay such a request. This attack is not possible, as
we assume that for each session, a new nonce is used
to authenticate the path.

. Denial of service. An attacker would request a
role via a path that contains a loop P ¼ fr1; r2; . . . ;
rn; r1; r2; . . .g and repeat such requests infinitely to
increase the path size infinitely. Such an attack can
be easily dealt with by introducing a bound on the
permissible path size, which is basically the path
cardinality constraint mentioned in Section 4.1, and
the permissible path size can be set to double the
number of domains present in the collaboration.
Another form of denial of service could be
performed when malicious domain floods neigh-
boring domains with path requests. Domains can
prevent such an attack by restricting the frequency
of requests [38].

. Violations of the restricted relation R. In this attack,
a malicious domain involved in a restricted access
relation does not honor such relations. In such a
case, this domain gives access to a user that violates
the restricted access relation R. This attack is easily
detected by the neighboring domain, as such role
access will be recorded in the user’s access path.
Furthermore, violating the restricted access relation
will only directly affect the security of the malicious
domain. Thus, domains that do not abide by the
path-linking rules cause security violations to their
own security policies.

8 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describes the performance evaluations of the
path discovery algorithm obtained by a simulation imple-
mentation of the secure collaboration environment. All
the experiments were performed on Intel Pentium IV CPU
3.2-GHz with 512 Mbytes of RAM and running Linux. We
used the Java J2SE v5.0 and the Psim-J simulation library [32].
Each domain is simulated as a process having an input
message queue in which the path discovery requests are
received and forwarded. Each domain has a domain
hierarchy, which is approximated by a binary tree. Domains
maintain statistics about the forwarded messages and the
discovered access paths. Neighboring domains are selected
with a neighborhood probability p, then the cross-links are
randomly generated between the neighboring domains. To
evaluate the performance of the path discovery algorithm
each domain in the collaboration environment generated
path request messages and recorded several metrics to enable
the evaluation of the path discovery algorithm. The collected
metrics for each path request include the discovered path
length, the number of forwarded messages, the number of
discovered domains, and the number of replies received for
each request. Each domain generated 1,000 path request
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messages, and the collected statistics were averaged over all

requests and all domains. In the following sections, we

present the effects of LS and RI and several parameters such

asPmax, p, and the number of domains have on the collected

path discovery metrics.

8.1 Effects of Link Selection and Request Inhibition

Several experiments were executed with and without the LS

and RI algorithms to investigate their effects on the path

discovery. In the following presented experiments, the

neighborhood probability p was set to 0.1, the maximum

path length Pmax was set to 15, and the number of domains

in the collaboration environment was varied between 10 to

160 domains. Fig. 11 shows the effects of LS and RI on the

different discovery metrics. The LS and RI reduce the

average discovered path length (see Fig. 11a), this is

inherently the effect of RI that favors shorter paths, as

discussed in Section 6, this also reduces the number of

discovered domains, as indicated in Fig. 11b. Furthermore,

the LS&RI algorithms limit the query flow, which leads to

lower number of the returned replies, as can be seen in

Fig. 11c. The major advantage of the LS&RI algorithms is

that they limit the number of forwarded messages, Fig. 11d

shows that the LS&RI algorithms reduce the number of

forwarded messages up to two degrees of magnitude.

Experiments were performed for different p values, and

they showed similar trends.

8.2 Effects of Pmax

The value of Pmax controls the maximum allowable

discovered path length. In this section, the value of Pmax

was varied and metrics were collected for collaboration

environments, which include 50, 75, 100, and 150 domains.

The neighborhood probability p was set to 0.1, and in all

experiments, LS&RI algorithms were used. Fig. 12 shows

the generated results of such experiments for 50, 75, 100,

and 150 domains. Note that beyond a certain Pmax, all the

collected metrics (Table 1) reach a plateau, for example, in

Fig. 12a, the average path length for 150 domains case stays

at 7 for values of Pmax � 20. By setting Pmax to values

lower than the plateau, we are able to control the behavior

of the discovery algorithm, for example, in Fig. 12c, by

setting Pmax to 10, we are able to lower the number replies

per query to about three replies.

8.3 Effects of the Neighborhood Probability p

The neighborhood probability is the probability by which

domains become neighbors. In the presented experiments,

both the number of domains and p were varied. The value

of Pmax was set to 15. Fig. 13 shows the simulation results.

At high p values, more domains are direct neighbors, which

should directly decrease the average discovered path length

(see Fig. 13a). The denser the collaboration environment, the

larger the number of discovered domains, as indicated in

Fig. 13b. Note that as the number of neighbors increase, so

does the number of messages forwarded and the number of

replies per request, as indicated in Figs. 13c and 13d.
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9 RELATED WORK

The problem of secure interoperation in a multidomain

environment has been addressed in [24] and [9]. In

particular, Gong and Qian [24] characterized the security

and autonomy properties that must be satisfied to compose

a global secure policy. Furthermore, Gong and Qian

formulated the MSI problem and determined its complexity

to be NP-Complete. The provided solutions require a

trusted third party that has a global view of the collabora-

tion environment to resolve policy conflicts and enable the

secure policy composition and integration.
Bonatti et al. [9] handle the problem of integrating

multiple heterogenous databases that involves the merging

of multiple security orderings into a single unified ordering
that preserves the security relationships between orderings.
Their solutions is based on a logic programming approach
that is based on constraint relaxation to achieve a global
secure policy that obeys the maximum set of ordering
constraints. Their solution assumes the presence of a central
entity that has all the logic programming ordering con-
straints and manages the global database policy integration.

Secure policy reconciliation is another related problem
that provides a mechanism by which divergent policy
requirements of session participants can be met. McDaniel
and Prakash [37] have addressed this problem and
provided a tractable algorithm for the reconciliation of
two policies. The algorithm attempts to identify a policy
instance compliant with the stated policy requirements.
They show that the reconciliation of three or more policies
is not tractable. In [37], the policies are submitted to a
central entity referred to as the initiator. The initiator uses
the reconciliation algorithm to create a policy instance
compliant with the session and each domain policy.

Several research efforts [34], [16], [10], [46] have been
devoted to establish secure interoperation by composing a
consistent and conflict-free global interoperation policy that
governs all the interdomain information and resource
exchange. Policy composition is mainly concerned with
the detection and resolution of conflicts in the interoperation
policies. Lupu and Sloman [34] investigated the various
precedence relationships that can be established between
policies in order to allow inconsistent policies to coexist
within the system. Furthermore, they presented a conflict
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analysis tool as part of the RBAC management framework.
Dawson et al. [16] provided a policy integration framework
based on a mediator to establish secure interoperation
among heterogenous databases with hierarchical policies.
This approach assumes a mandatory access control policy
such as the Bell and LaPadula [5] policy, which is not
flexible and not applicable in many commercial applica-
tions. Furthermore, all access requests go through the
central mediator, which has a global view of the collabora-
tion environment. This makes this approach not suitable for
a dynamic distributed environment. Conflict resolution is
handled by the policy editor, which determines the
consistency of the global interoperation policy. Cyclic
conflicts in the global interoperation policy are resolved by
withdrawing cross-domain relationships that are included
in the conflict. This approach provides on guarantee on the
optimality of the resulting global policy. Other approaches
related to centralized database collaboration have been
proposed in [39], [29], [48], and [50]. In addition, these
approaches have limited applicability for mediator-free
environments because of the assumption of a central
mediator having a global view of the collaboration environ-
ment. Bonatti et al. [10] addressed the problem of combining
authorization specifications by proposing an algebra of
security policies as a composition language and illustrated
how to formulate complex policies in the algebra and reason
about them.

Shafiq et al. [46] proposed a policy integration frame-
work for merging RBAC polices of multiple domains into a

global access control policy that governs information and
resource accesses between the collaborating domains. This
approach formulates the MSI problem as an integer
programming (IP)-based problem to provide an optimal
conflict resolution based on maximizing the interdomain
role accesses. The framework assumes a central third party
to solve the IP problem and to manage all cross-domain
access requests.

Keoh et al. [30] presented a policy-based technique for
the establishment of Ad hoc communities, where an ad
hoc network is perceived as a community of autonomous
devices that collaborate and share resources with each
other. Such technique assumes unified policies among the
different collaborating entities and does not support
multihop collaborations.

Automated trust negotiation (ATN) [55], [54], [57], [52],
[56] is an approach to access control and authentication in
open and distributed systems. ATN enables resource access
by assigning an access control policy to each resource
describing the properties of the parties that can access these
resources. The properties consist of digital credentials and
certificates. Trust negotiation enables a domain to gradually
establish trust with other domains through the iterative
exchange and disclosure of digital credentials. Furthermore,
ATN systems provide mechanisms to ensure the privacy of
the presented credentials [51], [53], [45]. ATN enables users
to access resources across domain boundaries. In a secure
collaboration environment, ATN would enable domains to
establish cross-links with other domains. ATN systems only
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establish point-to-point collaboration and do not provide a
framework for multihop collaboration, as in secure colla-
boration environments. Furthermore, ATN systems do not
provide a mechanism for access path propagation and
discovery.

Delegation is an important factor for a secure distributed
computing environment. There are many definitions of
delegation in the literature [21], [1], [22], [4], [58]. Delegation
involves a subject passing its authority to other subjects to
carry out some functions on behalf of the former. Process to
process delegation in an object-oriented environment has
been introduced by Nagaratnam and Lea [40]. Sandhu et al.
address delegation related to role administrators in AR-
BAC97 model [42]. Delegation was treated as an attribute of a
role by Goh and Baldwin [23]. The RBDM0 system allowed
user-to-user delegation based on roles [4]. This allowed users
to delegate role membership to other users. Zhang et al. [58]
present the RDM2000, which extends RBDM0 and supports
delegation in presence of a role hierarchy and provides a rule-
based declarative language to specify and enforce delegation
and revocation policies. Wang and Osborn [49] provided a
delegation scheme in the role graph model that allows the
delegation of roles within the same organization and, at the
same time, obey the role graph constraints. Similar ap-
proaches have been introduced to enable delegation and
revocation in database systems [26], [19], [7], [8]. Delegation is
enabled by a delegation server that maintains the delegation
graph to be able to handle sophisticated delegation and
revocation. Role-based delegation schemes [23], [42], [4], [58],
[49] are able to handle delegations and revocations within
domain boundaries and provide no mechanisms to handle
cross-domain delegations.

10 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a mediator-free collabora-
tion environment in which domains collaborate in making
localized access control decisions. We presented a framework
to enable collaboration in such an environment, where
domains collaborate securely without needing a trusted
mediator and without needing a global view of the
collaboration environment. In our framework, the user’s
access path is used to provide domains with enough
information to make secure access control decisions using
both basic and extended path linking rules. We also provided
a path authentication scheme that ensures that the path is not
tampered with, as it propagates between domains.

Furthermore, we have provided an on-demand path
discovery algorithm that enable domains to discover
available multihop collaborations. We analyzed several
security attacks that could be performed and showed how
our framework can easily handle such attacks. We also
provided experimental results generated by simulating the
collaboration environment.
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